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The latest quotation of sugar in New York, 1Iarch 23, for 
Ouban centrifugals, was 3:} cents, with prospect of advance 
owing to tariff legislation. Total sugar stock in all conntries 
at latest date was 3,000,754 tons, against 2,;555,550 tons on 
same date in 1896. 

By a recent order of the Governor-General of Ouba, the 
manufacture of sugar is permitted in several of the principal 
districts. It is though~ that the ontcome of sugar will thus he 
increased for the current year to :300,000 tons or more. I_ast 
year it was ahout 260,000 tons. 

The British ,Yest Indian sugar planters assert that the in
dllstry will be completely ruined hy the bonnty system of con
tinental cOllntries, which allows beet root sllgar to be pnt down 
in Great Britain at a price which defies the eompetition of Brit
ish growers. They favor the placing of cOlllltervailing duties 
on continental sllgar, or the calling of an international con£cr
ence to arrange for abolishillg the hounties Oll beet root sllgar. 

The Sugar Cane says: "It is quite evident that the detailed 
and constant observation and manipulatioll which arc reqllired 
for the Rllceessful productioll of new varictics of cane from seed 
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eould never have been carried out and followed up by any 
individual planter, and are only attainable by men like 1\1:essr8. 
J emman, Bovell, Harrison and Hart, to whose intelligence and 
activity the cane sugar industry is much'indebted for its ability 
to make head against the constant severe competition of the 
beet. 

God bless, direct and protect William McKinley 6f Ohio, the 
honored President of these United States. He is not the 
President of a single party, great and powerful though it be, 
but of that union of parties whose platform stands for honesty, 
patriotism, the love of God and country, and the welfare of 
man-sentiments that throb directly from the heart and look 
out from the eyes of every true American citizen. 1\lr. McKin
ley's election means more to us all than any other election that 
has yet taken place in this country since we won our way into 
the family of nations. Before him lies the great and glorious 
opportunity of winning back to this lano. its normal cono.itiolls 
of prosperity, ano. giving contentment and happiness to every 
household.-Am. Grocer. 

"lYe alluded last month to preserving our domestic fruits, as 
one of the minor industries which are awaiting development. 
A correspoll!:lent reminds us of having omitted the mention of 

, figs and bananas, both of which grow lux,uriantly here aud offer 
an open field for domestic enterprise. Both are dried or pre
served in much the same way, either in an oven, or what is 
better, in the sun. The sun-dried fruit is richer and more succu
lent, and retains more of its sugary taste. Some thirty or more 
years ago bananas were extensiyely lh-ied in Kona, Hirwaii, anfl 
a ready sale was always found for the fruit here in Honolulu. 
There can be no doubt that if dried and packed for export this 
irllit would always be in demand. The following is from an 
Indi.an paper: "Bananas can be dried similarly to figs, the 

bunches being cut when fully ripe, and exposed to the suu until 
they commence to wrinkle. The skin is then removed, otherwise 
a disagreeable flavor is imparted to the fruit. The bananas are 
exposed to the sun until crystals of sugar ap}lear on the surface. 
'rilCn they are pressed into masses and wrapped in leaves of the 
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plant, or placed in boxes and kept dry. They have been kept 
in good condition in this way for many years." 

PROPOSED AlIfERICAN TARIFF.-The "Ways and Means COIIi

mittee have virtually adopted the sugar schedule of duties as 
arranged by the New York Sugar Trade Committee, which pro~ 
vides for a scaled specific basis beginning at 1c per pound for 
75 deg. test and increasing by three one-lnuidredtlis cent PCl' 

degree up to 100 deg. test. This makes 96 deg. test pay 1.63c. 
per pound, against .87c per pound now, an increase of, say, .76c. 
per pound, or say 873-10 per cent., and enough to affect the 
consumption unfavorably. 

A differential duty of -gc per pound is put on all sugars above 
No. 16 D. S., which is the same as the present law. 

A countervailing duty is placed on sugar coming from coun
tries paying an export bounty exactly sufficient to meet the 
export bounty of snch countries, and to be increased or reduced 
in such proportion as the bonnty-paying countries may from 
time to time raise or lower their bounties. The bi11 also pro
vides for reciprocity treaties, authorizing' a reduction of .. ~c per 
pound on all sugars coining from countries which reciprocate. 

The application of this bill will be as follows: 
All raw cane sugars will pay the schedule rates. 
All raw beet sugars from Holland, which has no bounty, wiII 

pay the schedule rates. 
AU refilled sugar from Holland will pay the schedule rate: 

and ic per pound more. 
AU raw beet sugar from Germany will pay the schedule rates: 

and 27c per 100 pounds more. 

All refined sugar from Germany wiII pay the schedule rate 
and 3Sc pel' 100 pounds more. 

Sugars from France and other beet countries, with the ex
ception, possibly, of Russia, will pay not less than those from 
Germany. 

The visit of Hon. E. M. Fitz~erald, State Iabor Commi8-
sioner of California, who arrived in the Australia on the 30th 
of :March, is quite opportune, ,,,lIOn sb much attention is directed 
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towards securing white labor for our sugar plantations. Mr . . F. 
intends to remain here about one month, and during that time 
will endeavor to visit each of the four principal Islands of thi:; 
:group, and ascertain whether it is practicable to provide lab/)l'Ol'S 
from California fOl; our sugar and coffee plantations, who '.I·m 
become satisfied with the service which they are expected to 
perform. O~ course, any opinions expressed now by him or by 
others interested in the object of his visit would be prematnre, 
and all that we can hope for nqw is that wherever he lllay go, 
planters will give him the result of their experience on the main 
question of providing white labor for plantations work. 

Oaptain James l\fakee, uuring the fifties, imported a few 
white laborers for his Ulupalakua pl~ntation, and, if we remem
ber rightly, kept most of them for several years. In 1883, also, 
the Gerlllan steamer Erhenfels brought 826 men, women and 
children from Bremen, who were located chiefly on Kauai 
plantations. Besides these, Norwegians have been brought here. 
The result of each of these experiments should be inquired into, 
and may serve to elueidate the practical working' of white men 
in the field. Bnt the great expense of bringing laborers from 
Europe was probably the chief drawback. Oalifol'l1ia, beillg 
so accessible, lllay prove to be a hetter base for labor supplie'l, 
and with such all agent as 1\[1'. F. to supervise the work in Cali
fornia, it may prove successful. 

---:0:---

NOMENCLATURE OJ!' SUGAR CliNE,.';. 

A reeent number of the Louisiana Planter has a timely 
tlrticle on the necessity of taking measures "by means of which 
the nomenclature of sugar canes could be unified or simplified 
so that those interested in the industry would more thoroughly 
ulluerstauc1 what was said of any particular variety, in com
mendation or against." This is something in whieh ever.)' sugar 
planter is interested. 

\Ve rememher that ~rr. Jaeger of this eity received from 
Queensland, a d07,on 01' fifteen yean; ago, quite a large col1ection 
.of canes, all having new native names attachell to them. The'3e 
~ame originally from New Guinea, and bore the names b~' 

which they were known in their native lanel. Sueh of those 
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canes as survived are probably now known by local names given 
to them here. But some of the best and oldest canes now cul
tivated are known by certain names in Jamaica, while in Deme
rara, Louisiana and Brazil they bear other names. The same 
paper says: "In a general way, there seems to be but three gTeat 
families of sugar canes-first, the green canes, of which the stalk " 
varies in color from green to yellow ordinarily, according to 
ripeness, and in size from small canes of four or five feet in 
stalk length to long ones of fifteen or twenty feet; second, the 
great family of red or purple canes, which seem to be diffused 
throughout the sugar cane world, and which seem hardier and: 
better adapted to semi-tropical regions than canes of the green 
or yellow family; third, the red striped canes, which seem to be , 
an intervening member of the cane family, possibly originally 
a hybrid, somewhat hardier than the members of the green Call(~ 
family and yet not so hardy as the purple canes." 

"There seem to be hundreds of varieties of sugar cane gro"wn, 
and heretofore the opportunity has never existed for a careful 
comparison and description of the canes from a scientific point 
of view, but now it would seem to us that as we have reached.' 
that advanced position, the scientists of our experiment st~tions 
throughout the world should take the matter in hand at once' 
and endeavor to compile a schedule, first of all canes no"w indus-

, trially used, with proper description and classification, and then 
by consent arrive at a uniform nomenclature." 

"Dr. Morris, speaking from a botanical point of view, said' 
there would be no particular difficulty in the way of establishing' 
a common nomenclature if careful descriptiOlls were had; that 
by following the ordinary botanical rules of description, descrih-' 
ing the stalk, the length of the joints and their appearancc~' 
whether com"ex or concave, the appearance of the eyes or buds,,' 
the color of the stalk, the length and width and pendent or erect 
ha bit of the leaf, the color of the leaf, the disposition to or 
a bsence of single stripes, woulel an qllickly lead to a recognition' 
of the varieties by the same name' everywhere." 

,Ve most cordially commen(l and sllpport any action which 
may be taken for the classification of sllgar canes, and fully be
lieve that those in charge of agricnlt111'al stations in every cane-. 
growing country will eagerly assist in this work whenever a 
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uniform plan may be adopted and promulgated. The Hawaiian 
authorities will no doubt cordially co-opei'ate in any plan which 
may be settled on. It would seem that Dr. J\{on'is of the Kew 
(}ardens, will be the person best fitted to formulate a plan, and 
to take general supervision in carrying it into operation. 

---:0:---

HA.WA.II liND JJiPkN. 

The political relations between Hawaii and Japan have ap
peared to some as Fkely to become strained. If this proves to lle 
so, it will have been caused by the recent importation of J apan
ese, carried on in a manner that has been viewed by many as a 
violation of the local regulations of Hawaii, which apply to all 
foreigners alike, and of the decision of the' Hawaiian Govern
ment relative to them. Under this decision, some have been 
returned to Japan. It is not for a moment to be supposed that 
the Japanese Government has been even conversant with the 
methods resorted to by the parties eng'aged in these emigration 
ventures, and the blame, if any, rests on the latter. 
, This unexpected influx has exceeded all anticipations, as may 

be shown by a few statistics. The number of Japanese resident 
in these islands at the date of tho census, September 30th, was 
24,407 .. Since that date to lVIarch 31, 1897, there have arrived, 
in excess of departure, 2,089, making the total at the present 
time 26,406. This is the number of Japanese now on these 
islands. The number of Hawaiian males on the islands, as given 
t)y the last census was 16,300. l\fter deducting 5,400 (the esti
~ated number of Japanese women in JIawaii from 2G,496), 
it leaves the Japanese male population here now 21,0!)G, or 
nearly five thousand in excess of the male Hawaiians-a con
dition whieh was never anticipated when J apancse emigrants 
were sought by thc Hawaiian Government. The.T apanese col
ony ill 1800 llumhered 12,iHiO, showing' an inerease of 14,438 
in six years. 'What then will it be six years hence? 

Had this been a suelden invasion of foreigners from the 
various Enropean and Amcrielm eonIltrics, it wonld han~ ('l'l~at

esl remark and bcen aecompaIlicd with 1ll1leh llllcnsiIlcss, 111llets 
they afforded cvidcnec of heeollliIlg hona tide settlers, sueh HS 

lleing possessed of ample" means to purchase homes, and were 



accompanied with their wives and children. But this iInmigra
tion from Japan comprises chiefly males of one nationality,
speaking a language not intelligible here, many being without
adequate means, and not accompanied with their wives and
children, except to a limited extent. And as the prospect is that
the stream will go on increasing from year to year unleBs
checked, and without limit to its possibilities or consequences,
a brief statement of the sit1iation may not be out of place.

Hawaii has needed foreign laborers for its growing agri
cultural industries, and for this service the .Japanese have
proved to be admirably fitted. Beyond this necessity, which
calls for three or four thousand foreign laborers of all nation
alities annually, to take the place of expiring contracts, thero
has neither been, nor is there now, any necessity nor any open
ing for Japanese immigrants or students in Hawaii. Surely it
would be better if our contract laborers were not wholly of one
nationality, however desirable they might be,' but comprised
nations of as many different countries as possible, so that no in
ducements might be afforded to encourag'e uprisings. .As this'
immigration problem now presents itseH, we are placed face to
face with a condition which demands calm consideration aIH]
wise counsels for its solution.

The J~egislature of 1802 passed a law with variOUS amend-
ments added subsequently, restricting Chi'nese immigrants,

and recpliring the ret111'n of contract laborers to their conntry,
11111ess they renewed their contracts. This was done to gum'd
agaillst an increase of Ohinese in Hawaii, and to a certain ex
tent it accomplished the purpose intended. The treaties with
.Tapan stand in the way of the application of this rnle to contract
18borers from that cOlllltr,v, and as a consequcnee the number of
.Tapanosc in this country, from this and othor sourcos, has largely
increased d111'ing the last few years. This brings us to an ex
amination of our treaties with Japan.

Hawaii has two treaties with Japan. The first is one of amity
and commerce, and was negotiated on the part of Hawaii by the
American Minister Long, in 1871, the second article of which
is as follows: "The snbjeets of each of the two high contracting
parties, respectively, shall have the liberty freely and securely
to come with their ships and cargoes to all places, ports and
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rivers in the territories of the other, where trade with other
nations is permitted; they may remain and reside in any such
ports and places respectively, and hire and occupy houses and
warehouses, and may trade in all kinds of produce, manu
factures and merchandise of lawful commerce, enjoy at all timcs
the same privileges as may have been or may hereafter be
granted to the citizens or subjects of any other nation, paying
at all times such duties and taxes as may be exacted from the
citizens or subjects of other nations doing business or residing
within the territories of each of the high contracting parties."

Article 6 provides for a revision of this treaty, 'whenever ex
perience shall prove it to be necessary. "It is hereby agreed
that such revision of this treaty, on giving six months previons
notice to either of the high contracting parties, may be made hy
mutual agreement, as experience shall prove necessary."

By this it will be seen that it was anticipated at the time the
treaty was inade that a revision wonld be found necessary, as is
often the case with the first treaties made between nations, and
more especially when one party is represented only by a stranger,
as in this case.

The second treaty is termed a "Convention between the Em
pire of Japan and the Kingdom of the Hawaiian Islands," and
was negotiated in Japan by H. ",V. Irwin, acting as the repre
sentative of Hawaii. It relates entirely to J apancse contraet
1aborers employed in the Hawaiian Islands "nn~ler the free
and voluntary emigration which has becn established."

Article 4: says: "AU emigration under this cOlwelltion shall
be by contract, for periods not cxcceding three years." At the
same time, Articlc 2 reads: "So long as thc pr<wisiolls of this
convention remain in foree, Japanese snbjects may ;frccly
migratc to the llawaiiall Islallds."

The pnrpose of this convention, at least on the part of Ha
waii, shouhl have been to limit its provisions to contraet lahor
ers, though a donhIe constrnetion may bc placed on the 111llgnaga
woed in Artiele 2, and also on the preamhle to the convention.
This was warmly criticised at the date of its publication, ill

18SG, but :Mr. Gihson, then :Minister of l<'ol'eign Affairs, main
tailled that it referred only to immigrallts ullder contract service.

Article !.l of this convention provi<les that the Hawaiian Go\'-
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ernment"shall have the right to send back to Japan all evil
disposed, vicious or vagrant Japanese subjects in Hawaii, who
may create trouble or disturbance, or encourage dissipation of
any kind ,among the emigrants, or who may become a charge

upon the state."
Article 11 provides that this convention shall remain in force

for five years, and thereafter until six months' pre,;ious noti(~e

shall have been given "by one of the contracting parties to the

other of its intention to a1rogate it.
Here we have the main points of the two treaties between

Japan and Hawaii, both of which were negotiated by proxie,:;.
Considering the circumstances under which they were made,
they have served the purposes intended as well as could he
expected. N or have any disputes arisen regarding their pro
VISIOns. But each treaty provides either for "revision as ()x
perience shall prove necessary," or "whenever" notice shall have
been given by one of the contracting parties to the other of its
intention to abrogate it." Recent events show that a new con
vention is needed, more in harmony with our present circum-

stances.
In all her intercourse with Hawaii, chiefly through her repre-

sentatives here, ,Tapan has shown a cordial and friendly intercst,
both toward the monarchy and the republic.. Owing to the
changes that have taken place in both countries during the
twenty-six years since the first treaty was made, the time would
seem to have arrived for making a new treaty of amity, com
merce and migration, in which more specific regulations regard
ing emigration from .rapan may be agreed on, with such checks

"ns experienec may have proven necessar,Y·"
Should a new treaty be framed between Hawaii and Japan,

as we think ought to be done if we arc to remain a nation, its
artides should be carefully drawn up, to cover all the points
which experience has shown should be provided for. The free
and labor emigTation from .Tapan should be restricted withil\
l'CaSOllable limits. The envoy or commissioner on the part of
Hawaii should be some one resident here, and not a person in
the service or interest of Japan, as was the case with the last

convention made.
It must not be forgotten here that Hawaii was the prime
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---:0:---

'PilE IJIPllOVEllIfiJN'P OP SUG.rlR OANE BY CHBJI
IC;lL SELEC'1'lON OP SBBD CANES.

mover in asking, yes urging, the opening of the gates which
Japan nad for centuries kept barred against all migi.'ation of
her people from that hitherto forbidden realm. And Japan
yielded most reluctantly to our urgent solicitations to provide
us with help in our cane fields. So strenuously and so hur
riedly did we seek to open her gates that we forgot to provide a
check to th,e stream which was being set in motion, and no way
was devised to limit its force should the, flood ever assume the
magnitude that is now threatening, if not soon stayed, to s,vamp
the whole Hawaiian group, and by the natural 1mV' of surviv.ll
of the fittest, to control the destinies of Hawaii from now on
ward, unless Uncle Sam should hoist over us his broad flag,
and declare that Hawaii ought and from henceforth shall be
American soil.

During the last few years, says the Barbadoes Agricultural
Gazette, considerable attention has been devoted to the possible
improvement of the sugar cane as an industrial plant. The
earlier steps taken were in the direction of introducing new
sorts from the East Indies and the Islands of the Pacific, in
the hope that some at least of these would be found to possess
gTeater vigor, yield larger crops or be individually richer in
saccharine properties. Some good was undoubtedly done in this
way. :Many new canes of merit were added to the few hitherto
almost exclusively ,grown in sugar producing countries. A

larger range of selection was afforded to the planter who harl
to contend with special circumstances, such as the nature of
the soil, season, elevation, and the amount and distribution of
the rainfall. ,Vhere at one time only two or three sorts of
canes were ayailable for experimental cultivation, there are now'
more than one llllndrecl name(l sorts. All this has undoubtedly

had its inflnence on the industry, and in the hands o{ intelligent
alHl observant lIlen it has in some localitics greatly iUl}ll'ove.l
the general yield :llld quality of the sllgal·. The utilization of
the chance varieties of sugar canes that hacl arisen either from

, hud variation or fertile seed in varions parts of the world was

,
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not, however, the most skillful nor perhaps the most economical
way of seeking to improve sugar cultivation. It had long been
thought that the sugar cane had lost the power of producing
fertile seed, and hence the possibility of improving the sugar
cane by cross-fertilization and selection had up to very recent
times been abandoned. This has, however, proved,in some meas
ure not to be the case. The Kew Bulletin contains some account
of what has been done in attempting to take advantage of
seminal variation. The net result of the experiments to im
prove the sugar cane by this means cannot yet be determined.
Although some canes of undoubted merit have been produced,
the process in actual practice is one involving great labor awl
risk; for, after growing thousands of seedling canes to maturity,
it is possible that not one will possess properties at all superiur
to those already under cultivation. The opinion has always
been held at Kew that in the long run the best results may be
(lbtained by continuous propagation from selected canes.

TI~e most ready means, and the one hitherto universally
adopted, for propagating the sugar cane is by cuttings. Some
times the whole cane is planted, sometimes only short pieces
or cuttings near the top, each bearing a few buds. In this way
the same identical variety of cane is reproduced; but among:st
a large number of canes thus propagated there will always ap
pear some canes distinguished by increased size and prolificness
and capable at the same time of fielding a larger percentage nf

sugar. Such exceptional canes are the result of what is palled
bud variation; and if these are carefully selected, and the process
continually repeated, a variety will be eventually established
superior to any canes of the sort from which it was originally
derived. This method of procedure was suggested from Kew
about seven years ago, but it is only within the last few years

that it has been practically tested under scientific supervision.

By the courtesy of 1\11'. \Vibray J. Thompson of Calumet
plantation, Patterson, La., we arc placed in possessiOl\ of the

Q

results of the very interesting experiments eal'l'ic(l on 1),Y him,

with the aid of :1\[1'. Herllert Edson, \\'ho undertook a chemical
work, during the seasons of 1SDO, 1SDl and 1S!l2. This infor

mation is contained in a pamphlet (Bulletin No. 8 isslle(l ll\'i

vately by the proprietor, :Mr. Daniel Thompson); The most in-
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teresting part of the pamphlet is contained in pages 26-39, relat
ing to the improvement of the sugar cane by means of a selectiGn
controlled by chemical examination of the plant canes. In the
pamphlet this selection is described as a "seed" selection. "Seed
canes" in many countries is an expression in use for the "cut
tings" of canes, or for the canes themselves used for planting
purposes. In most countries the tops of the canes, compri:ling
a few joints, are used for seed. In the Southern United States
the "seed canes" consist of the whole canes laid in trenches :md
covered over like so many drain pipes. Sometimes these arc
laid two in a row and sometimes three, depending on the seaS(ll1
and condition of the canes.

The'results of the experiment at Oalumet plantation possess
so wide an interest that it is desirable to bring them prominently
before the notice of those interested in sugar production in om
tropical possessions. :M:r. Edson, the chemist, states: "I do not
know that any experiments such as this at Oalumet have np to
the present'time even been tried with sugar cane. It seems to
me to be an entirely new and untried ground in experimentation,
though the advisability of such work being tried has often been
discussed." The following extracts relating to the expm'inu·llts.
at Oalumet plantation are taken from Mr. Edson's ~'el)ort:

"During the autumn of 1890, after grinding was well :llltkl'
way, a series of single stalk analyses were made in the laborHtrJry
for the purpose of testing whether sugar canes would tnlllsmit to
their offspring the relative higher or lower sucros(> COli tent '\'hich
they themselves possess. By repeated exp'3ri l!l(;m., a tramVer::i8
section of the cane was found that represented vcry at~(~lll'~ltel'y

the quality of the whole cane; this part ,nlS Cllt unt, :1llalysis
made of its juice, and the remainder of the ('ap(. san~(l for seed.
This section was the third one from the bottom \\'hcn the (,.1]~('S

were cut ·into four pieces of equal length, f.nd ::malyses made
~o test the matter."

[Here follow details and tables relative to the WOl'k, ',\'1]ich
we omit.]

"There is a belief among the Oreole plantcl's that the TIibboll
cane as commonly known in Louisiana reverts to the Plll'rll~,

though no scientific observations have been made to tl~st the
truth of the belief. Dr. Stubbs, at the Expet'imont Station,
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"Of comse conditioned selections, that is, selections from
selections, could be going on in small plats all the time, and as
these became of sufficient value could be transferred to the fielJ.

in the same 'manner as the other.
"Feeling thus so thoroughly assured that selection of 'high

sucrose' canes will give a plant which is also of a superi~r

quality, it might be well to "peculate as to how far this improve-

has had, I believe, some difficulty in securing a pure stock of
these two varieties, but has not attributed his t.rouble to one
cane changing to the other. If there is any trllth ill the belief,
it would suggest .the probability that many of the e::isting
varieties were derived in the same way instead ('£ by s;l(lllcn

bud variation. If this were so it would aJ.d anotheriiuk to the
chain of suppositions which led me to believe that the plant
CQuid be educated to meet our wants. Variation, in fa(~t, 80C'l11S

to be the only law that we can depend on \,:,ith safet,v at rhe
present time. Why, then, can we not take advantage of this
wntinual change and train it to meet our wants~ If we l:allllC)t
bring it to excel its original qualities, cannot we at least keep
its standard up to the quality of its present best individuals ~ If
three-tenths of one per cent. of the weight of cane is added to it
in sugar, a crop of 25,000 tons of cane would give 150,000 ad
ditional pounds of sugar; five-tenths of one per cent. wo,:1d
ghre 250,000 pounds additional, and one per cent. would add

500,000.
"At Oalumet 780 single stalks were examined, 424 of which

were discarded by the Brix spindle work as being canes of
mediulll richness, and the remaining 356 analyzed, giving about

an equal number of the extremes of rich and 1'uor canes. The
canes from these analyses planted but two rows 575 feet long,
while seed from the same number of stalks of sorghum would
have planted many acres. vVe can see by this the Herculean
natme of the task undertaken, and therefore the necessity for
extreme care that the experiments be not lost. The average
analysis of rich canes plan ted here was: Solids, 16.6; sucrose,
14.7; purity, 88.6. Of the poor canes: Solids, 14.9; sucrosc,
11.9; pmity, 79.9. This gives a difference III the analysis of

1.7 solids, 2.8 sucrose and 8.7 purity.
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ment can be cal'l'ied. Is it to be stopped at the end of three or
four years, 01' is it to be continued indefinitely? If for the
shorter period, how much of an improvement can we expect?

"We know that propagation from cuttings will produce plants
much truer to their motller species than those grown from seed.
This is exceptionally true of those plants which can be grown
in either way. As, for example, all fruit trees are budded,
potatoes are grown from the eyes of the potato, not from the
seed, and in the last few years when tropical cane seeds have
been secured many distinctly different plants were, according
to Professors Bovell and Harrison, grown from one parent head.
Beet investigators also, realizing this fact, have been making
experiments in growing beets from what are practically cuttings,
instead of from seed as heretofore, though this work is being
done to preserve tnte varieties rather than to have any immediate
effect upon the sucrose content. Then, having accepted ~he

fact that cuttings breed truer to the parent than seeds, is not
the conviction forced upon us that an improvement inherent in
the plant can be developed more quickly in cane than in seed
producing sugar plats. I do not mean by this that large quan
tities of a pure stock could be secmed more quickly, for I have
already explained why this cannot be done, but that with an
equal number of stalks a plant. true to its parent stock will reach
its maximum sucrose content sooner, and breeding only fi'om tho
best, we are more apt to get the best.

":My own work, no further than it has gone, has led me much
against my will to fear that tllC chanee for eontiullecl improve
ment from single stalk selection is not as great as could be
desired. I do not find nearly the yariation in the plants which
have already been subjected to one seleetion that I did in my
original selection from the field.

"It is my belief, then, that with a gi"en amount of plants
the improvements in sugar cane by seed selection will be more
stable than in sorghum or beets, and wi11, on the whole, ap
proach its maximum more rapidly, hut that the limitations to its
ultimate improvemcnt arc gTeater than either of these. Nature,
howeYer, may aiel it in the fact that the production of sugar is
a function incident to the plant, while with heets and sorghum
this is an educated quality. '1'ilpe only can tcn which of these
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SUG-AR BOUNTIES-THE POSI'PION BIUEFLY
S'PATED.

three will ultimately excel in the world's sugar production; but
whatever the outcome will be, it is certain cane can take a great
stride in the race, now that it has been found that seed selection
will aid it."
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The following from theNew York Journal of Oommerce
ruts the question of the sugar bounties in a very brief but effeet
i,;e form:

"There was nothing in the commercial regulations of the
l\fiddle Ages more absurd than the position in which the world's
sugar trade has been put by the absurd system of hiring men
to carryon business for their private profit. The German Gov
ernment, which is the largest but not the only operator in this
peculiar method of creating national wealth, is taxing its own
people in order to permit sugar to be sold abroad much cheaper
than at home, and possibly at less than the cost of production.
:J\roney is taken from all the people who use sugar, practically
the entire nation, to be paid to the exporters of sugar as an in
ducement to them to export a great deal of it, because the more
they export the more beets they buy of the German farmel'ii.
This is a very circuitous way of benefiting the fanners, but
abstracting small sums of money from the entire population
and its clislmrsement through the sugar makers to the beet
raisers is supposed to add materially to thc national wealth, the
gains of the farmers being carefully noted and the contributions
of the taxpayers and sugar consumers being disregardeclas in
significant.

The export bounty enables the German exporters to sell sugar
at an abnormally low price, and this is having a most injnrioils
effect upon sugar producers in other conntries, on account of
which there are complications with our own country and with
England, whose ,Vest India colonies arc suffering' hcayily be
canse the German exporters are hired by the German Govern
ment to undersell them. The colonies are demanding that Eng
land shall prevail upon Germany to abandon the boullty po1ie~T,

wllich is leading to inj1l1'ious competition by France aiHl Austria,



which are also bounty-paying countries, or impose a duty upon
bounty-paid sugar when imported into a British port.

The latter is supposed to conflict with the principles of free
trade and to antagonize the policy of cheapness with which the
Manchester school is identified. But the free traders are not
bound to admit this. Doubtless the English people would save
money even if their sugar refining interests were sacrificed, if
the German Empire presented them gratuitously with all the
sugar they need. But sugar is not produced in England, anll
the colonies where it is produced can derive no countervailing
advantage from the cheapn~ss of sugar that ruins' their planta
tions. England owes some consideration to her outlying de-

pendencies.
But apart from this obligation of the Empire to its distant

members, it is only just to observe that the German bounti.es
are as much an interference with nat~u'al trade as German cus
toms duties. To attempt to protect the British ,Vest Indies
against the natnral advantages of Cuba may be consistently
eondemned by l~en who are perfectly ready to protect those
colonies against a policy of the German Government which i~

aimed specifically at the destruction of their leading and almoi-lt
their only interest. If German beet sugar, in an open market
:md with no political interference, can undersell cane sugar, the
free trader would be bound to permit it, and would find in the
cheapness of a necessary of life ample compensation for the de
struction of the cane sugar interests. But if German beet
sngar undersells cane sugar only because the Government of
Germany pays for the cost of production in the hope of destroy
ing the cane sugar industry, the situation is a very different one,
and a man may be no less a free trader though he 'proposes

reprisals..
Austria has been trying to get the suhsidy policy limited or

ahrogated, but Germany, being much the stronger, feels ab13
to lose more money than Austria can afford to in supplying
sugar to foreigners at less than co~t. There is an old story of
competing stage lines which at last reached the point where
each was trying to pay more for passengers than the othcr could.
find that is the ridiculous and ruinous position toward which

bounty-paying countries arc hastening."
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BY E. HARTMANN.

Laboratory of the Onomea Sugar Co.,
February, 1897.
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PROGRESSIVE DETERIORA_TION OF OUR OANliJ
LANDS, AND F/.'S OHEOK.

Editor Planter's Monthly:

During the last ten years plantations in the Hilo district have
been systematically fertilized with mixed fertilizers, and the
result has been that the average yields have been largely ill
Cl'eased. There are, however, in many fields, tracts of lands
varying in size from a few square feet to many acres, in situ
ation and apparent fertility like the surrounding lands, but that
for some reason fail to produce calle with the most careful
cultivation and heavy applications of fertilizers. As these un
productive spots increase every year in size and number in an
alarming manner, it became a matter of great importance to
discover the reason why sugar cane will not grow upon them,
and, the rcason having been determined, to find if possible the
remedy.

'With this object in view, analyses have been made of soils
selected from different parts of the fields. In all instances two
samples were made up, one from the affected places and one
from those parts of the same field where the cane had a vigor
ous appearance.

In cases I. and II. the land had been under cultivation for
an even length of time; Hla has constantly been nncler cane for
four years, while IIIb was planted for the first time six years
ago; IV. is a mauka-field, haying for some time givcn poor
results; IV. represcnt-q a strip of about one acre across this field.
This strip had a liberal applicat.ion of lime four years ago. Dur
ing the first year or two but little difference could be observed
between the parcel thus t.reated and the untollched portion. To
day the cane on the limed soil is among the most healthy
looking on the place, while that alongsidc has a decidcdly hungry
appearance. The difference may bc seen from a distance of a
mile or more.



The most glaring case of deterioration of land is presented by
No. VI. This is a mauka-field, cropped since 1887, promising
but a very poor yield of cane. VIb, a corner of this block, was
brought under cultivation at a later date than VIa, having pre
viously been used as a pasture. In every case, with the excep
tion of IV., the whole block from which the two samples were
taken had previously received an even treatment.

The soil-samples were in most cases taken to a depth of six
inches only, in order to insure uniformity. The depth of our
surface soils is very variable, and ranges from about six to .
twelve inches, although there are places to be found ,'1here there
is hardly more than a couple of inche~ of surface soil, while
"pockets" of soil three and four feet deep are to be met with.

The methods employed for the analyses were in the main
thos·e adopted by the official agricultural chemists of the United
States, wherever their application seemed advisable. A me
chanical separation :was in most cases canied out, the specific
g1'avity and porosity determined, but in no instance was there
such a difference between the data obtained as could have in
any way accounted for the unevenness of the crops.
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TABLE I. 
- .-

I. II. III . IV. V. VI. 
. -

a. h. u. h. a. h. a. h. a. h. a. h. 
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Total Or~anic Matter f. 30.99 30.06 30.95 3030' 31.13 32.57 34.23 32.90 31.97 32.08 37.73 32.91 Incl. Combined Water' . 
Humus ............... ro 75 10 80 10.96 9.83 12.53 11.30 12 15 12.25 '11.32 11.60 13 40 10 40 

Free Humic Acid ........... .70 .99 1.42 1.31 .59 .62 62 .70 1.11 1.16 .61 .59 
Chlorine ............... .0023 .0019 0022 .0026 .0029 .0041 .0044 .0020 ........ .. .. . .0067 .0063 

AOID EXTRAOT 

Silica ........... 4.73 4.69 5 62 5.26 4.72 427 2.09 1.84 2.29 1.81 2.48 2.82 
Oxyd of Iron ..... : : : : : : 28 25- 24.56 35.99 33.00 32.97 27.83 32.34 34.12 31.15 33 37 28 47 32.27 
Alumina .................. 20.91 21.58 11.26 14.77 12.58 11.34 1005 9.81 20.62 15 66 11.13 10.49 
Lime 50 39 .26 .18 .28 .29 1.13 .36 .28 .32 .33 .33 
Magne~i~: : : : : : :: . : :: : : : .83 114 .31 .35 .55 .57 .73 .63 .70 73 .68 .62 
Potash ......... , ...... .29 .18 .22 25 .27 .21 '.22 .27 .17 .23 .21 .18 
Soda .. ; ........ .09' .14 .11 .09- .07 .05 .16 .14 .09 .11 .18 .14 
Phosphoric Acid, .. ::::: .34 .24 .37 .35 .39 .24 .30 .35 .45 .59 .35 .31 
Sulphuric Acid .......... .26 .3a .24 .11 .13 .19 .28 .38 .31 37 .51 .38 

Nitrogen ................. .56 .59 .61 .59 .61 .62 .75 .. 73 .66 .76 .89 .74 

- -_.- . - .. - ._ .. -.- . - - .. _- - . 



----~----;-----.~--------------
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In looking over the above table it will appear at once that, 
if any conclusion is to be arrived at from those data, it must be 

_ ·drawn from a comparison of both bad and good soils. 
The quantities of the soluble plant foods present are sufficient 

for the support of plants for many decades to come. A simple 
calculation will show this. If we take the weight of an acre 
-of soil to a depth to which it is actually cultivated, at 900 tons, 
;and, for instance, its content of potash at a quarter of a per 
<cent., we find that we have 4,500 pounds of potash in every acre 
of soil. A crop of thirty tons of cane, containing, say, half a 
per cent. of mineral matter, one-fifth thereof being potash, 
would remove but sixty pounds of this latter ingredient. The 
same holds good in the case of most of the other soil-constituents, 
at least in our soils. This, of course, is nothing new to us, and 
I merely cited this example to give a comprehensive illustration 
of the wealth of our soils. It moreover shows that a . soil analysis 
of the usual type does not in most cases give in itself an indica
tion for the treatment best suited to such soil. 

In order to be able to decide with certainty on such treatment, 
we ought to know how much of the nourishing ingredients of the 
soil are a"llil?-bl(l for assimilation by the plant. As we know 
yet but very little of the methods the plant uses through its 
roots to take up its nourishment, we have no means of accurately 
arriving at the amount of plant food ready for assimilation. 
There are, however, various methods giving more or less useful 
information on this point. Of those which seemed best adapted 
for the soils under consideration I made use. The data thns 
obtained are set forth in the following table, II. 

The table shows the quantities, expressed in per cent., of 
potash soluble in very dilute cold nitric acid, of phosphoric acid 
soluhle in dilute citric acid, and of the nitrogen present in the 
soils in the form of ammonia and nitric and nitrous acids. For 
brevity I shall call this the avnilablc portion of the plant foods, 
in distinction from the total soluble portion. 



I I. II. III. IV. V. VI.
--- --- ---- ------ ---

a b a b a b a I b a b a h
._---- -_.-----

Potash ................0143 .007lOO52 0057 .0101 .00961.0190 .024l0173 .0135 .0339 .0215

Phosphoric Acid ........0582 .0554.. 0574 .05881 0604 .0628

1

0270 .0232.032\0283 .0264 .028L

_itrogcu .................0140

1

.01271·~122 .0117 .0109 .011°
1

.0811 .07'69:.. 0884

1

.0750 .1022 .092L

-

From a comparison of these results with those previously
given, we may draw some interesting conclusions. Case I. needs
hut little comment; it is easily seen that Ib is poorer in all
nourishing ingredients than la, with the exception of the nitro
gen, while the free humic acid in the former is slightly in excess.
The proportions between the total and the available portions are
practically the same. The results of an~lyses II. and III. give
but little explanation for the difference in the crops. Coming to
case IV., we see that while the percentage of total potash is
.21 in IVa and .27 in IVb; the proportion is reversed in the
(.L'l:wilalJle portion, viz., .027 in IVa, and .023 in IVb.

This seems to suggest that the lime acted on the potash in
the soil in such a manner as to render it more soluble. That we
do not observe in the case of phosphoric acid a similar reversion
of proportion does not prove that the lime did not in this case
too act similarly, and indeed some simple experiments made in
that direction tend to show that such an action takes place.

Two equal portions of soil, Vb, together with an equal amount
of water, the one without any further addition, the other two
with two per cent. of carbonate of lime, were for several days'
kept at a temperature a little below boiling point. The carbon
at~ was selected for two reasons, first in order to avoid the caustic
action of the caustic lime, then to secure neutral solutions in
both cases. Both portions were treated under analogous cir
cumstances with a neutral solution of ammonium-citrate (con
taining 5 per cent of citric acid), and the phosphoric acid in
solution determined. The unlimed portion yielded to the ~itrate

.0055 per cent., the limed portion .0155 per cent of phosphoric
acid; in other words, the amount of citrate-soluble phosphoric
add was nearly treheled by the action of the lime. At ordinary
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temperature the action would probably be much slower; still it
may be sufficient to supply the roots with" all the phosphoric

·acid they require. .
In No. Va we notice in the first place that the contents of

alumina are much higher. than in Vb. Frmn this it might be
inferred that the mechanical condition of the two soils would
be very different? the latter being more clayey. As far as the
separation of the grades could he carried on in Knopp's eylinGer,
this supposition was not borne' out, and the difference in the
pOl'osity (62.5 and 65.8 per cent. respectively) was too slight
to admit of the difference in the appearance of the C:lllC:l lleing
attrihuted to the mechanical condition, as far as in<lieatcd

thereby, of the respective soils.
In these soils again it is noteworthy that, while the amounts

shown for potash are .17 in Va and .23 in Vb, and for phos
phoric acid .45 in Va' and .59 in Vb, the proportion in the
available portion is rcyersed, viz.: Potash, .017 in Va and .01:3
in Vh; phosphoric acid, .032 in Va and .028 in Vb.

For the interpretation of these observations I am not prepared
to make any suggestion; the bare facts, however, are of suf
ficient interest to warrant their being spe~ially referred to. In
No. VI. we do not find any clue, unless we are satisfied to at
tribute the poor results given by Vlb to the comparative de

ficiency of potash in the latter.
In all these cases it is tolerable safe to assume that a high

grade fertilizer with a liberal allowance of ammonia would
benefit the affected lands. ,Ve all know that one can hardly go
wrong in using such a fertilizer in any case. But, in doing this
are w~ not "carrying coals to N ewcastlc" ~ Are there no means
of utilizing the vast :wealth of comparatively soluhle matter
already prcsent in our soils? Casc IV. secms to point to an
answer, and as far as that hlock itsclf is concerned, this answer
is clear and decisive. Therc we have visible and unmistakahle
proof of the action of the lime. The line between the limed and
the unlimed portions is sharply defincd. The cane on IVa stands
fully twice as high as that on IVb, and the difference in color

is remarkable.
It seems yery improhable that the beneficial effect was duo

solely to the addition of lime as such to the--aheady about
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normal-amount present in the soil. Ii this had been the cause
of the improvement brought about, there is no reason why the
effect should not have been visible in the first crop. But, as
stated before, the improvement made itself felt gradually, no
change having been noticed during the first year or two. Now
we have a crop growing and thriving on material which, with
out the help of the lime, it would have taken scores of years
to render available. This shows unmistakably that the im
provement is due to the action of the lime on the other soil
constituents. The lime is still there, and there is no reason why
it should not continue to prepare the food for the roots as fast
as they require it; of the raw material there is no lack.

·What the lime has accomplished in this instance it can
reasonably be expected to accomplish when applied to- other
soils, at least to such of a nature similar to the one under con
sideration.

Compared to the use of high-grade fertilizers, the cost of a 11

application of lime is but trifling, and while in the fnrmer case
the nourishments supplied in a costly form are soon exhausted,
the improvement wrought by the latter is likely to be a lasting
one.

I do not ,,,ish to be understood to say that the lime could in
every case replace soluble fertilizers, but where soils of the
nature of those under consideration are to be dealt with, the
use of such fertilizers may be largely restricted and perhaps
fully discontinued for a time. In using lime, care shu"
taken that the lime is thoroughly disintegrated before applica
tion. This may be done by air-slacking on the spot, in order to
onsure an even distribution and consequently tho most bene
ficial effect.

The principle of retnrning to the soil what the crops remove
iO' certainly a sonnd one, and its strict application may in many
cases be an absolute necessity. But if there is any agent which
enables ns to draw from thc almost inoxhanstible stock of nour
ishm(mts in our soils, let llS avail ourselves of it. The weakness
of the argument, if generally applied, that by using lime we
HrE impoverishing our soils, is sufficiently shown by the example
given above of the qllantity of material stored up in them. The
gold-digger is impoverishing his mine by every ounce of gold he
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washes out; but will this deter him from looking for more, and
taking it if he can get it?

The sterility of our sub-soils has been a matter of much com
ment. In cuttings, where the sub-soil has been exposed to the
atmosphere for years, no vegetation is visible. Although I have
so far not been able to give this matter the attention which I
would have liked to bestow' on it, I give below an average
analyses of subsoils taken from the saine field as soil No. VI.
The excess of soluble sulphates suggests one reason for the
sterility of the sub-soil-vide extremely low percentage of lime
and the very high sulphuric acid-contents:

Loss on ignition 29.47 per cent.
Humus . 7.21 "
Silica . 3.26 "
Oxyd of Iron. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32.48 "
Alumina . 13.12 "
Lime . .04 "
Magnesia . .54 "
Potash . .21 "
Soda. .18 "
Phosphoric Acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26 "
Sulphnric Acid 1.02 "
Nitrogen . .28 "

Oonsidering the large disparity in the crops growing on the
fields mentioned, it seemed to beo.f interest to obtain some
knowledge of the proportions between the mineral constituents
themselves. Analyses of the ash of the caues growing' on soils
III., IV. and VI. were made, the results of which are given
in the following table. From IV. and VI. the whole caues above
ground were taken for analysis; in case of III. the leaves only.
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A \Vestern paper speaks of a successful young' buyer in a
large department store, attrihuted most of his success to his
untiring energy in learning all he could about everything in hi::J
line of business. The writer spoke of him as "one of those
rare y0111lg' men," and those are the ~Ilen who are capturing all
the best positions.

III. I IV. I VI.

_l1_'_b_.1 a I b I_R b_'

M-o-is-tu-r-e-.-.-..-.---.-..-.-.-..-.-.-./ 776 731176.8! 751 1 82.6 74.8

A.sh . 101 1.151 1 16, 125' .781 1.33
Ash Per C.nt. Solid Matter 452 427i 5011 504' 4.32 5.28

Silica 33 80 31 551 27 50 25 341 16 541 28.25
Oxyd of Iron.... 1.87 3.51 1 1 411 224: 3 001 552
Lime...... . 6.37 7.21 16 96' 711 5.42: 7 10
Magnesia ... .. !:l 61 7.09: 462, 5 93 8 741 6 79
Potash . . . 29 69 3z.46 21 60 37 15: 43 80! 30 62
Sod~ .. ; ... :... I 1.65 16,1, 167 i 2071 2 ~i ~ 78
Phosphonc ACId , 7.48 7.12 560, 4.86, 4.10

1
<:>.72

Sulp~.uric A.cid .. .. ! 34? 4 4~; 1~ ~O: 8 2Ui 6 271 7.35
ChloIlIle ..., 7.92 5 83

1

6 65: 8 42110 75

1

5.92
J~ess difference and excess of 0 in'I' I

Alkalies .... .. .... ''':~ .. ...:82_~i_1-.E.~~
'100.0010000100.00100 0010000 IOU .uo

177 .

TABLE III.
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It would be premature to attempt. to draw any conclusions
from these few data, all that were so far obtained; but it is inter
esting to note the difference in the proportions of the mineral
matter in canes of exactly the same age growing on same blocks
of land. There can be but little doubt as to the value of such
data in cases of barren spots on otherwise fertile lands, the
reason of whose occurrence chemical and mechanical analyses
of the soils failed to discover. To the question as to how far the
presence of the one or the other constituent in larger or smaller
proportion is the cause or consequence of stilted or vigorous
growth, and how far it is purely incidental, a series of system
atical experiments would probably give an answer.

It is to be expected that such knowledge would prove of con
siderable value for the interpretation of soil-analyses otherwise
often unintelligible.
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An article which appeared in the Sydney Telegraph, and was
reproduced in the Queenslander, stated that experiments had
been made by budding or grafting the grey Fiji cane on a Tauna
or Daniel Dupont stock, resulting in the production of a hybrid,
combining the distinguishing characteristics of the two canes.
~atnrally, the conclusion was drawn that if the hybrid prov0d
fertile a very wide field for improvement of the sugar cane
would be opened up. The ai-ticle concluded:

"Assuming that this experiment is successful with other varie
ties, then we could have a cane like the 1:100re's pnrple-a good
plant cane but a poor ratooning cane-budded on hardy China,
supposed to be the best frost-resisting cane in the world, and so
with other kinds. There appears no end to the extent to which
hybridizing could be carried, becanse other kinds could be bud
ded on the hybrids, rendering it possible to produce a new variety
of high density, hardy, and a heavy yielder. '\Then ~t is re
membered that to produce a new variety from seed is difficult,
and that when successful it will take fully ten years to prove if
it is worth keeping, it seems certain that a great benefit has bee11
conferred on the sugar industry by the results detailed."

It is not snrprising that the statements contained in this arti
cle have evoked the following reply, in a letter to the Queens
lander, signed VVm. Soutter:

"Sir-In a recent issue of yonr paper appeared a lengthy
paragraph from the S. D. Telegraph headed in both letters,
"Hemarkable Sugar Cane Experiment; Successful Hybridiza
tion." The word remarkable just fits the case, and helps to qual
ify the term "snccessful." That :Mr. :Morrel haH succeeded in
bndding or grafting the sugar cane may be perfectly trne, and
nothing remarkable. Bndding and grafting sugar cane-have
been praeticed in Qneensland for expel'imenta1 purposes for
years. As far as the experimentalist in this colony is concerned
they fall very short of the resnlts claimed by :Mr. :Morrell. His
claim soar as high as he can possibly attain-namely, that he has
secmed a hyl))'id cane by the aet of grafting or bnd<ling. I have
seen a few experiments in the grafting and blHlding line, but I
have yet to see a hybrid producc<l by either of the two processes,
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the closest approach within my ken being a potato, the tuber
heing divested of three eyes and these substituted by thrce
eyes from another sort of potato. The progeny of ~his tuber
when planted produced three potatoes comQining both the varie
ties in over four potatoes of the original type, five potatoes par~

taking of the true type of the buds inserted. The tubers that
presented the appearance of hybrids on being planted the follow
ing season produced tubers which had reverted back to the
original variety, and every trace of the bud strain had entirely
disappeared. I fear that :Mr. :Morrell's hybrid (?) sugar cane
will share the same fate. Science up to now is silent as to the
probable effect of a root upon a scion and vice versa. I have
seen a pear, an apple and a rowan all growing upon the same
root, each producing its own particular fruit after its kind, with
out exercising any perceptible influence upon each· other, and
one may frequently see several kinds of plums and peaches
grown on the same root, yet each preserving its true character
and flavor. And never uuder any circumstances do we find the
plant or fruit to be hybrid. True hybrids can only be produced
by pollenation-i. e., from cross-fertilized flowers which pro
duce seed, from which seedlings can be raised. If :Mr. :11:o1'1'ell
will devote his attention and energies to pollenizing the cane
arrows and raising seedlings he may arrive at something that
would benefit sugar growing all around; but his present method
is, I fear, wide of the mark and of little utility. Fancy having
to graft a field of sugar cane every year. The operation would
be rather irksome and expensive.

"I do not know whether the concluding part of the paragraph
are 1\fr. Morrell's ideas or those of S. n. Telegraph, but which
ever they be they do not express facts, as a seedling cane does
not require ten years to test its value, as this can be done in six
years, and has. been done in Queensland."

The writer of the article in question has replied to 1\Ir. Saut
ter, and the statement respecting the hybrid plants having been
used as plant cane, and produced canes bearing the character
istic peculiarities of both kinds, rests on tIlC authority of the
cane inspector of the Oolonial Sugar Oompany, a man of mature
experience in cane culture; and further, that he (the writer)
being the special correspondent of the S. D. Telegraph, sent
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to report on the sugar industry on the northern rivers, could
easily claim to know something of the subject. He adds: "Of
course I am prepared to admit that there has not been time for
the hybrids grown from budded cane to prove whether they
will continue growing true to their mixed parentage or not. And
they may not. Yet I think the odds are in favor of the as
sumption that they will."-Sugar Planters' Journal.

There is no subject which is now exercising the mind of the
planter to a greater extent than that of the comparative value
of cane varieties. During the past year many of them have been
grown on a large scale, and while the res~llts shown by the
majority still leave us in uncertainty, there can be no doubt that
upon the whole we are already in possession of valuable con
clusions. The old crop is now being brought to a close, and
within the next few months land will be under preparation for
the planting of a new one, and while in the next issue of this
journal we hope to see ,some numerical results with regard to.
varieties, it is not inappropriate at this time to review the recent
history of varieties in this island, and to point out the general
conclusions above referred to.

Some six years ago, excepting one or two estates, the entire
island, or all that was cultivable, was practically covered with
the Bourbon cane, rich in juice and saccharine content, a cane
that had yielded as much as four tons to the acre, not in virgin
but in long cultivated fields. In 1890 the "large crop" was
reaped, and in the same year from April onwards occurred a
rather severe drought, followed in 1891 by a milder and shorter
one. It was in the beginning' of 1891 that the shot borer made
its appearance in the Bourbon cane throughout the West Indian
Islands; not for the first time, as several scientists can testify,
but the fact was remarkable on account of the large quantity
and the damage done, and led to a careful study of the insect

. and its habits, with the result that it was concluded that the
shot borer only attacked canes previously diseased from some
other cause. Attention was accordingly directed to that other



cause, which was in 1892 and 1893 shown to be the \vell known
rind fungus (Trichosphmria sacchari); while in the same years
in the parish of St. John, what is now known as the root form
of the disease rapidly developed until it assumed alarming pro
portions, and in the case of one or two estates practically an
nihilated the entire crop. The shot borer and rind fungus were
first noticed in their epidemic and parasitical form in St. Philip,
the "root fungus" in St. John; but from 1892 onwards the rind
fungus has spread until there is no part of the island that has
not suffered from it. The root fungus has, however, until quite
recently, 'for the most part, been confined to St. John and the
neighboring red soil districts.

The bearing of this upon the question of cane varieties is,
of course, well known, for in 1891 it was found that many
varieties were not .attacked by shot borer, and when the real
evil was shown to be fungus, then it was similarly found that
these same varieties were not attacked by the fung'Us; conse
quently those planters who were among the earlier ones to
suffer loss due to fungus eagerly directed attention to varieties
and seedling varieties as the means by which they were to
combat the disease. So that whereas cane varieties up to 1890
were mostly confined to Dodds and regarded by planters in this
island as more or less of a scientific curiosity, from 1891 onwards
they began to enjoy a practical value.

It must not be supposed that varieties other than Bourbon
were unknown outside Dodds, for some of the Dodds varieties
wm:e obtained in the island as specimens of canes that had been
long cultivated there; still, for the most part they had been
cultivateclrecently only by accident, which could be secm by a
scattered Ribbon or Transparent cane occurring here and there
in Bourbon fields. The fact is that the Bourbon cane was the. .

result of careful trial and careful selection in the earlier days
of cane cultivation in Barbados, and it is no wonder, therefore,
after all the care and trouble and time expended in its selection
that it should be so hm:d to beat, and after all the centuries of
agricultural experience acquired by the cultivation and observa
tion of this cane, that its habits and requirements should be very
much better known than that of the varieties. We havf. little
or no evidence of what varieties were rejected in those 'old days,
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and consequently we have to start over again to get experience
with them. The varieties at Dodds cultivated from 1887 on
~ards may be divided into varieties long growing in the island,
imported varietieS, and varieties reared from seed, or seedling
varieties. As many as 'one hundred or more different varieties
have been reaped in plots, analyzed and reported' upon in one
year, and as is well InlO'wn, results have shown that they differ
greatly in value, some being worthless, others giving high re
sults. The results, however, from various causes have differed
from year to year; in recent years several varieties have given
better results than Bourbon, but those varieties have not always
been the same. Nevertheless, there has been sufficient· uni
formity to show under the conditions existing at Doddl'!,
and the treatment there adopted, that there are certain varieties
and seedling varieties which in crop, galions of juice and in
richness of juice give, in particular instances, very high results
indeed, which give good results year after year, exceeding that
of the diseased Bourbon, and that with similar conditions and
treatment these varieties may be safely adopted to take the place
of Bourbon \vherever the cane is diseased.

It is within the memory of every reader that with the spread
of disease a demand arose for varieties, and their cultivation
spread gradually to all parts of the island, so that the crop of
1896 may be said to have in some respects been an experimental
variety crop, and the crop of 1897 will be still more so, because
overy one feels-even the most ardent devotee of the Bourbon
-that the time has come when the Bourbon must be-at· all
events temporarily-abandoned. Even though the yield from
varieties were unequal to that of Bourbon, yet it \vould be better
to reap a moderate quantity of sugar from a healthy variety than
none at an from diseased Bourbon. Notwithstanding the fact,
however, that the great majority of estates are now gTowing
trial nelds of different varieties, opinion is by no means unani
mous as to t110 result; in fact there can be no doubt that pract~cal
results have differed even with the same varieties, and certain
causes may be suggested to account for these cliffe'rences.

In the first ,place, in the rush for varieties the ,young plants
have necessarily been obtained from every conceivable source,
and we all know that in the case of-say the Bourbon variety or
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any.other-obtained from different places where they have been
cultivated under differentconditions do not give the same quality
or quantity of growth. Oonsequently we have good and bad
cases of every variety, and opinions of 'planters will vary accord
ing to their good or bad fortune in this respect.

There has been a great deal of necessary hap-hazard in the
choice of plants, and this alone would account for great differ
ence in results.

Planters recognized that they must try "varieties," and in the
rush, so long as it was a "variety" that they got it had to be
enough. vVhat is now required is a weeding out of varieties
until none but good ones are cultivated. Let planters carefully
ascertain the results that different varieties give in their own
district and in soils similar to their own; let them ascertain
how they were treated, and let them obtain plants from the best
varieties so ascertained, from estates where they ·grow to the
best advantage and in the healthiest manner.

Another cause for diversity of results lies in the fact that while
some varieties give good results in the -hilly districts and in red
soils, they will not necessarily do so in the lower lands or black
soils, and vice versa with regard to varieties that grow well in
black soils. It will consequently be necessary for planters to
carefully record the results of a variety in different places, and
to select for their own plantations those which thrive best under
the conditions of soil and climate there obtaining.

A third and important factor determining the yield of differ
ent varieties is the quality of soil they are grown in, and the
treatment they receive.

The BOllrbon has been studied agriculturally for a very long
period,and the treatment most conducive to its welfare is wdll
known. This, in Barbados, cailnot be said to be t:he case with
varieties, and we have -doubt-less much to learn as to the best
time to .plan~ the hestage to choose the plants, whether to plil:'fit
tops or cane, which varIety lik-esa low-lying field 1ia,b1e :to
s,<,tamp, and whi0h :a poroll!>, \vell dl'ain:odsoi1; the time to
manni-e, the best cOinl~osition 'of 'man'ilre, :U'I'l'(J so 'on, fOI' eadl.
0£00'l1r9o th'ekllO,vleclg;eact1~lii'(j~l by -study of Bdnrbon \vi-N
form a basis from which to wOl;k 'on the variety,and thcrecalfl.
be no -doubt, ~n the light of rec'ent 1·cslllts., 'tlnit wh'<?'n 'We tl'tor-
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oughly know how to treat the best varieties, and where to grow
each, that results equalling or excelling those given by the

Bourbon will be obtained.
Results obtained by successful and experienced planters have

shown that where an appropriate variety has been grown on
equal terms with the Bourbon, it has at all events given equal
results. White Transparent and Oaledonian Queen have yielded
as much as 3 tons to the acre this year, and in one estate an
average of 2:1: to 2i tons over the -\vhole estate, and that when
last year Bourbon cane, in consequence of disease, gave only
three-quarters hogshead per acre. In no estate in the island has
the Bourbon cane this year done better than that, and after a
drought like that of 1895, and with a reaping season like that
of 1896, it is exceedingly improbable that the Bourbon would
have yielded on the present crop area any greater average yield

than that obtained this year.
It has been the custom the last two years to grow varieties in

fields where Bourbon would not gl.'OW at all, to select for them
the poorest field of the estate. "That is one of my thinnest
fields; I am going to plant that in Oaledonian Queen," a
planter will tell you, and so on. Of course the result has not

been favorable to the variety.
vVe are told that the yield of some varieties is not up to its ap

pearance, that the yield is disappointing. A planter will tell
you: "If I had a stand of Bourbon equal to that of my VVhite
Transparent or Burke, I should make three or four hogsheads
to the acre," and is disappointed to get only two. This surely is
not a strong contention, for as a rule, either Bourbon would not
grow in those fields at all, or if they did it would be so small
and diseased that the yield would he three-quarters to one ton
per acre, as against two tons yielded hy the variety; and more
over, if a variety eane, dC'spite it being planted in a poor field,
despite its suffering from months of drought, and despite it.s
being left almost llnsupplied with artificial manure, and spar
ingly with pen manure, still ·maintains a vigorous gl.'owth and
green color, and yields a moderate return of sugar, surely it is
not to be condemned, for what, in such circumstances, would
the Bourbon have looked like and have yielded?

In choosing variety canes we should aim at one which will give
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on the average the highest tonnage of sugar of good quality, at
the smallest cost of cultivation and manufacture. Therefore we
want a cane which is vigorous in growth, resisting the fungoid
diseases, and which with a moderate tonnage of canes per acre
yields a high percentage of juice of high saccharine content.
This will probably be got only after long and careful work in
raising and improving seedling varieties, and it is to them that
we must 100k for a cane with qualities approaching to these.
Judging from recent results with seedlings both at Demerara
and at Dodds, and arguing from what has been done by careful
work in the improvement of other valuable agricultural plants,
there is every reason to believe that much may be done for the
sugar cane.

It is only in recent years, subsequent to the discovery of seed
lings at Dodds, that the matter has been thoroughly taken up;
seedlings are being raised for the ,Vest Indies at Dodds and at
the Demerara Experimental Station, and are being experiment
ally cultivated in several islands. Cane seedlings are also being
raised and studied in various parts of the tropical world; and I
believe it is in this cHrection that some of the best work of the
future lies, by which we shall be able to combat disease, raise
yield, and cheapen agTicultural production.

'With regard to resistance to fungoid attack, amongst old
varieties, "Transparent Canes" such as Caledonian Qneen and
,Vhite Transparent, the Striped Cane, the Queensland Creole
and .Rappoe have all shown a high resisting power. Several
seedlings also show the same high degree of immunity, and
amongst these the best Imo\'irn and most widely cultivated is the
Burke. The Burke, however, has not succeeded everywhere;
in some places it is succ1l1nhing to root fungns, and it is possible
that this variety will ultimately prove a success in certain locali
ties only. The Burke, however, has shown how much, even itt
this stage, a seedling' can accomplish; and there are other seed
lings which, up to the present known only on it small scale,
appear to he more hardy, and point distinctly to the conclusion
that in time seedlings will be obtained of high disease-resisting

power.
With regard to sugar-producing qualities, all the ahove named

varieties haye giyen good yiclds of sngar per acre atone place
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it GOOD CUP OJ? OOP]i'JiJB.

The cultivated coffee tree or shrub, writes Anna G. :11urr[ly,
in the Topeka Capital, i~ an evergrcen growing from four to
five fcet high; its jasmine-like flowers forming in clusters at the
root of shiny leaves, give f01th a delicious orlor. The fruit, like
a purple cherry, consists of a sweetish pulp and two seeds that
lie in this pulp, face to face. The crop averages one pound of
beans to each tree, though in the prolific "Yest Indies and Brazil,
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or another; but, like the power of resistance to disease, the
results have differed on different estates. The Caledonian Queen
and 'White Transparent on the w.llOle appear to have done better

than any others.
Amongst seedlings, the Burke (of those that have been culti-

vated all a large scale) has done best, but has not done so well,
as far as I can judge, in the hill districts. It is ehai'acterized by
a vigorous growth, a high tonnage of canes and high yield )f
juice, and it is to the number of gallons of juice per acre that it
owes its yield of sugar, which is high~ one or fwo individual
instances only, as far a~ I know, have shown more than a mod
erate saccharine content, general experience uniting in the opin
ion that the juice is not a very rich one. The objection to a
cane which owes its yield to a large tonnage of cane and a large
number of gallons of juice of moderate strcngth, is the heavy
soil exhaustion, the cost of cartage and labor, and the large
amount of evaporation in proportion to fuel supplied hy the
megass. The Queensland Creole, Caledonian Queen and \Yhite
Transparent all yield rich juices where favorably cultivated. The
former two, hmvever, inclined to be of "dry" cane. The recent
Dodds report and. the last Demerara rep01t record seedling plots
with rcmarkably high yields of sugar per acre, (lue to a high
saccharine richness as wen as high tonnage. These seedling va
rieties show high promise of solving the problem before us.

The most planters now can do is to aid in disseminating infor··
mation as to the results of this and next year's reaping, and to
make use of the broad cone1usions already arrived at until our
knowledge is more complete.-Barbados Agricultural' Gazette

and Planters' Journal.
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where shrubs CUll be forced to bloom eight months in the year,
three crops are not unusual. Ooffee is not native to Central Am
erica or the ,Vest Indies, the first plants having been bronght to

:M:artinique ill 1720, from a layer originally imported from
1\£ocha, and propagated by the Jardin des Plantes, of Paris.
It is native to Abyssinia and Ethiopia, where leaves as well as
the bean have been used from time unknown. It has never beea
cultivated to any extent in North America, though there is un
indigenous tree, dubbed "Kentucky coHee tree," because the
seeds were f~rmerl'y much llsed by Kentuckians instead of the
imported coffee. A recent experiment in Iowa with Rio grains
has proved, however, that it is possible to raise an excellent
grade of the genus in the United States.

A German physician was the first to land coffee as a beverage
to the people of Europe, in 1573, and it is to another German
traveler that Europe owes the origimil coffee plants transplanted
from the East. The first C'Ul'gO of coffee was landed in 1809.
Ooffee delights in a moist atmosphere, and in dry climates pro
fuse irrigation is necessary to the plant. After picking', the ripe
cherries are soaked in cisterns, then dried by snn flooding floors
specially adapted to the purpose.

The dried pulp is then separated from the seed by a process
of sifting, shoveled into sacks and conveyed to the coast towns,
where it is roasted and shipped. The universal use of coffee
owes itself to the public coffee houses, the first in Em'ope being
that of Oonstantinople, in 1;'>;)1. In T111'key, coffee is so much a
EeC'essity that refusal to supply it constitutes a canse for divorce.
,Vriting in IG24, Francis Bacon says: "They have in T111'key
a drink called coffee, and this drink comforteth the brain and
heart and helpeth digestion." Still London did not have a pub
lic coffee house until 1652, and Paris 1672. Immediately coffee
houses arose in every European city. According to :Macauley,
writing in the early years of this century, "coffee houses were
the chief organs through which public opinion vented itself, and
eyery man of the upper or middle clasBes went daily to his coffee
houo1e to learn the news and discuss it." About the sume time
Sydney Smith was also proclaiming: "If you want to improve
y01i.r understanding, drink coffee." The fact remains that coffee
is better prepared, as well as copiously used instead of othol'
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stimulants, in continental cities than in Great Britain. In 180n
an extensive cultivation of the coffee plant was begun in England
under the advocacy of Bishop Compton. Another Englishmfl,n,
George Bird, was the pioneer coffee planter in Ceylon (1820).

Because of its stimulative properties the use of coffee is pro
hibited generally in fevers. It is an excellent disinfect"ant.
Place a couple of red-hot coals on a fire shovel, then sprinkle
two or three spoonfuls of coffee over them, and the aroma will
not only sweeten the room, but prevent the spread of disease.
In the French colonies, where coffee is generally used, gout is
said to be unknown. Arctic explorers, men accompanying cara
vans, as well as soldiers, claim they can endure more fatigue
under the stimulus of coffee than fermented liquors.

Unfortunately, there are coffee drunkards, just as there are
kerosene, paraffine" castor oil and cod-liver oil drunkards. Coffee
was forbidden as a drink by the Koran. Intemperate creatures
have been known to drink from iHteen to twenty-five cups of
coffee per day. Not unnaturally, tapering off has occasioned
much the same mental and physical derangement as the alcohol
habit. Recently a Nebraslm woman had an acute attack of
delirium tremens when forced to forego her accustomed twenty
-cups per day.

The adulterants of coffee are ground wheat, rye, dandelion
root and chicory. Perhaps because it has been deemed harmless
and deepens the color, the use of chicory has been legalized.
There is another substitute called Swedish coffee, but we do not
find much of it in this country. The French favor the essence
of coffee. In Sumatra the natives use the coffee leaves as we
use tea leaves. Ooffee is a most economical food, for it will sup
port life on a less additional quantity of solid food than would
otherwise be required.

It has been computed that each person in the United Stated
consumes in the year nine and one-half pounds of coffee.

To make a good cup of coffee is not so simple as it reads. A
mixture of two kinds of geans-two-thirds Java and one-third
Mocha-produces most satisfying results. Apropos, only a small
quantity of Mocha finds its way past Constantinople. :Miss Par
loa claims the best coffee comes from Guatemala.

Beans should be freshly roasted when feasible. At least, heat
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PETITION OF THE INHABITANTS OF DEMARARA.

THE OANE SUGAR INDUSTRY.

189THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.Apr., 1897]

To the Queen's Jl.1:ost Excellent Jl.1:ajesty and the Honorable
the Oommons of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire
land, in Pm:liament assembled. The humble petition of the
undersigned, inhabitants of the Oolony of British Guiana, hum
bly showeth:

1. That the inhabitants of this colony are almost entirely de":
pendent on the cane sugar industry for alivelihood.

2. That many other industries have lately been tried, but so
far with little success, the climatic and labor conditions of the
colony being against these.

3. That a large amount of capital is invested in connection
with the cane sugar industry, the sugar estates being equipped
with the most modern machinery and appliances.

4. That everything possible has been done by economy· and
skill to make the industry successful, and that, though the cost
of production has been greatly diminished, the limit to thi,>
reduction has now been reached.

5. That for many years past foreign governments have paid
large bounties on beet sugar exported from continental ports,.
and that recently Germany and Austria-Hungary have increased
these bounties.

6. That the inevitable result of this system has been to in
crease enormously the production and export of beet sugar, thus
forcing down the price, in the only duty-free market open 1,0

your petitioners, anel that of their mother country, below the
natural cost of production.

7. That while the Oontinental sugar growers are able with·
the help of these bounties to continue this unjust competition,
your petition·ers are threatened with absolute ruin, which it is

the beans before grinding, and do not grind too fine. Do not
be afraid-use a full cup of beans to a quart of water. Mix the
egg well with the dry coffee, and above all be sure that the
coffee-pot is clean.-Interstate Grocer.

:0:
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the avowed object of the bounty system to bring about to the 
British colonial sugar industry. 

8. That the extinction of the cane sugar industry must in
evitably bring distress and starvation on the majority of the in
habitants of this colony. 

9. That yonI' petitioners ask for no protection; they are sat
isfied given just and equal competition, a fail' neld and no favor, 
the sugar industry in British Guiana call hold its own against all 
competitors, and might be largely extCIided to the benefit of 
British shipping and British trade. 
, 10. That the immediate effect of the Bounties referred to is 
to give the British consumer cheap sugar, but this cheapness is 
attained by the ruin of the British colonial sugar ip.dustry, and 
at a very serious loss of trade to Great Britain. 

11. That it is evident when the colonial cane sugar industry 
is stamp'ed out, the British consumer will be at the mercy of 
foreign manufacturers of beet sugar, who will have a monopoly 
of the sugar market, and can fix prices to suit themselves. 

12. That in presence of the serious and alarming position of 
the British sugar producing colonies, your petitioners are amazed 
that Her ll'fajesty's government should stand aloof without at
tempting any remedy. 

13. That since the abolition of slavery and the consequent 
failure of the resident labor supply, your petitioners have at 
great expense and to the general good of the colony introduced 
larg'e nnmbers of East Indian immigrants, and that should the 
threatened extinction of the sugar industry take place, the ques
tion of providing back passages to their country, to which the 
majority of these immigrants arc entitled, wi11 heeome a source 
of serious financial trouble. 

Your petitioners, for the foregoillg reasons, most humbly pray 
that your :Majesty and the Honorable the C01l1lll0nS of the 
United IGngdom of Great Britain and Ireland, in Parliament 
fl!':semhled, will he graeionsly pleased to f:,rrant the relief so urg
ently required, hy adopting any of the following· mea:mrcs, or 

, snr.h other mensnre or menfmrcs, ns to YOll may seem fit and 
right: 

Ca) The immediate payment from the imperial trens11l'Y of n 
sum per ton sugar exported from this colony equal to the bounty 
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DIFFUSION PROCESS DECLINING.

on export of sugar given by Germany, so as to place the industry
in this colony on an equal footing and in as favorable a position
as that of fOi'eign countries now exporting beet sugar to Great
Britain.

(b) The arrangement of a conference of the European coun
tries giving export bounties on beet sugar, with the view to set
tling a joint agreement for the immediate abolition of such boun
ties. This method of relief to be of any assistance to British
Guiana must be very promptly carried out.

(c) The imposition of a counteryaiJing duty on all foreign
sugar imported into Great Britain, eqnal to the bounty given at
the port of export.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.-Dem
erm'a Argosy.
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The New Orleans Times-Democrat is responsible for the state
ment that the diffusion process of manufacturing' sugar will soon
be a thing of the past on the :r.ragnolia plantation, It was on
Governor \Varmouth's place that the experiments were made
which demonstrated that a much larger yield of sngar could be
secured from a given quantity of cane by the diffllsion system
than by tIle mills then in use. This fact being established, Gov
emor \Varmoth threw out his mill and put in a diffusion plant
which was considered of sufficient capacity to answer his re
quirements. At that time 40 or 50 pounds more sugar could be
extracted from a ton of cane by the diffusion batteries than wail
seenrc·d by the average mill. Sinee then, however, there has
been a great improvement in sugar mills, and the machinery
turned out today extracts nearly as much sugar from the cane as
does the diffusion process. Approximately there is only a dif
ference of 10 or 15 pounds to the ton in favor of diffusion, and as
the cost of running a lEffusion plant is a little more than that of
operating a mill there is practically no saving to speak of in favor
of the former method. Gov. \Yarmoth finds that his diffusion
plant has not the capacity that will be required in the futlll'c to
handle the erme which will go to the :Magnolia sugar house, and
as there is no way of enlargi.ng· a diffusion plant, he has COll-
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VARIATIUN IN THE ORANGI'J' AND ALLIED
FRUITS.

eluded to abandon that process of sugar manufacture and to put
up a 6i or 7 foot mill. There are only two other places in Lou
i<:iana which operate diffusion plants, the Stella plantation of 1fr.
Arthur Jacobs, in Ascension parish, and the Lagonda plantation

~f Mr. L. S. Clark, in St. l.iary parish. Those hitherto aban
doned, of late, are the Glenwild of Captain J. N·. Pharr, and the
Des Lignes of Messrs. Oxnard & Sprague, both in St. Mal'Y
parish.-Sugar PI. Journal.
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From time to time articles appear in various "Vest Indian
newspapers and periodicals which discuss the matter of raising
orange and other citrus fruits from seed. The principal points
at issue are: Do oranges corne from seed? Is the sour or bitter
orange ever produced from the seed of the sweet? Various
statements are made as to the belief of cultivators and botanists
which show that great and irreconciliable differences of opinion
exist, but it is somewhat singular that no one has yet offered
what can be accepted as a decided proof of the tl:uth of any on0
of these various opinions. Yet it would appear to be a very
simple matter, and such proof could easily be arrived at. To
sow seeds of each fmit separately, and to grow these on the
fruiting stage in an experimental field, would certainly decide
the question once and for all. In the meantime, however,
the generally received opinions of a people must have their
due weight, for it is usually found that although they may
be to some extent fallaeious, they have an underlying basis of
truth. Such opinions, therefore, are worthy of more than
superficial notice, cspeeially when seconded by the views of
such accurate ohservers as :Macfayden, and in consequence
are not to he summarily disposed of by those of more recent
observers, without dne caution; for one opinion equals another
so long as they are known to rest, as in the present case, upon
observation only, and not upon accurate trials, duly and method
ically recorded.



Prof. McOwan in his recently issued "Manual of Practical
Orchard Work" for ~ape Oolony, writes as follows:-

"It would therefore appear that, the Colony possessed in the
first instance excellent 'named' sorts of this delicious fruit, but
by the cultural error of propagating by seed, a mongrel race
has sprung up, which does justice neither to the exceptionally
suitable climate of the Oape nor to the possibilities of the fruit
itself. It may be worth while to quote the words of the emi
nent Florida grower upon this point. He says: Do not let any
man or any number of men in any Pomological Convention
induce you to establish a seedling orange groye. If you do,
you will some of these fine days wake up from a Rip Van
'Vinlde dream and find yourself as far behind the age as he is
repre3ented to have been. No two seedling orange trees will

.ever produce fruit exactly alike, consequently your fruit will
become promiscuous and variable in character and quality, and
your neighbors, who have selected known and uniform varieties
will find a more ready demand and sale at 50 per cent advance
on what you can get for your mixed promiscuous fruit."

In a recent article on the same subject, H. J. \Vebber, special
agent for the United States Department of Agriculture, Florida,
writes:

"'While seedlings of the sweet orange produce fruit similar to
those produced by the parent, there is yet much variation in the
fruit from such seedlings."

A glance into -the baskets of the country people in a vVei't
Indian market will fully substantiate these statements, for it
will be found that that '110 two lots Q.1·e exaetly of the same
qua lity, size or form.

Nnw it is certain that with but very few exceptions the trees
whieh produce tl1is frnit arc seedlings, as it is not the practice
as yet to grow grafted plants, and few of such have been im
ported.

It is natural that the best fruit should be found in the largest
markets, as it brings the best price, but if we enquire into the
character of that which is not brought to market we shall find
large quantities which are utterly unsaleable. If the country
districts nrc visited, it is found that oranges of all sorts,sizes and
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qualities exist, and especially is this true of J amaiea. You can
find the rough skin and the smooth skin, the sweet fruit and the
acid fruit, the large fruit and the. small fruit, while there are
plenty of trees that will give fruit intermediate in flavor between
the bitter and the sweet, and varieties will be found locally
known as "bitter-sweet," which again have a variation among
themselves. Now, if the sweet orange invariably comes true
from seed-as some appear to wish to show-how is it that these
numerous varieties have appeared? That they are present can
not be disputed, but from 'whence do they arise? If they arise
from hybridization, as seems to be half admitted and half denied,
what becomes of the statement that sweet oranges come true
from seed? And how could varieties arise intermediate between
sweet and bitter except by hybridization? It is clear that only
by thorough and acclll'ately recorded trials can it be shown
whether it is possible to raise a sweet orange from the seed of
the bitter, and vice versa; but it can be easily shown, once
hybridization is admitted, how a fruit may be produced which
would bear the predominating characters of the bitter fruit and
the lesser characteristics of the sweet fruit; and so far may this
he the case that such fruit might be easily mistaken for a true
bitter orange, and it is suggested that such may have been the
origin of the so-called "bitter fruits" which are said to have been
raised from the seed of the sweet kinds.

Again, with C·it1·us Medica., the Citron, the Lemon and the
Lime. The varieties of intermediate forms are very numerous,
lmt 'while tho (·itron and the lime appear to exist and pass through
sllccessivc generations quite unchanged, or at least without any
decidedly marked change, the lemon cannot be reproduced from
seed without great variation of character, if any other kind of
Oitrus is growing ncar. In fact the true lemon is quite a rare
fruit in the '\Vcst Indies, its place being commonly uSlll'pecl by :l

monstrous, spong'y, warty fruit of twice the size and of indiffer
ent {Ia,'or, which, though useful in its way, is (lecideclly /lot '1·

!cIllOIl.

Dealing' as we are with the economic awl not the strictl,v
]lotanical side of the question, it behooves IE to ask what the
preecding remarks would appear to teach, awl \\,hd]u'[' pbntc>rs
should usc seedlings or grafted plants? ,\Yithout hesitation we
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should say-Grafted plants and grafted plant~ only, if planters
ean afford it.

These will fruit early, can be depended upon, and will ('nable
the grower to put upon the market a supply of fruit of regular
quality, which is so essential a condition for maintaining'frices,·
and moreover a class of fruit can be selected to suit either the
grower's taste or any particular demand or marl,et.

Grafted plants will certainly be much dearer than ~eedlil1gs,

however, and I fear that few planters will be f0111Hl as y<:t who
can be persuaded to purchase them, while seedlings (~an be had
at one penny each or less.

Seeing therefore that, owing to circumstances, seedlings (at
IJresent) will almost invariably be selected for planting, it is
necessary to procure them as free from contamination as pos
sible, and to take seed from trees, distant from and unlikdy to
be hybridized by other kinds.

To procure good seed, a set of grafted plants should ~H3 in
troduced, and planted far away from anything of their kind,
and then we should secure seed which should give the best re
sults. Planters should avoid planting several different sorts
close together, or if this course is followed the seed froUl the
trees should never be used for propagating purposes.

The type of sweet orange common in Trinidad is a ve~:r fine
one, and not to be surpassed by the production of allY other
Oaribbean Island. There are, however, here as elsewhere, many
varieties, but on the whole I am inclined to consider them as u
much sweeter fruit generally than that produced by the North
ern Islands. Local taste differs in selection of fruit. Some prefer
a large, thick-skinned, others it thin-skinned orange, while others '
throw aside everything for the Tangerine or :Mandarin.

The thin-skinned we know is regarded in English mar~{ets

as the finest class of fruit, but at the same time th~re :11'0

markets which prefer the thick-skinned type of fruit. The
grower must, therefore, eho08e his marl.;:et, and study how to ,:l1it
the taste of that particular market, for it is cC'rtain that it will
nc\'er (10 to press individual or local taste upon the huyers of
your produce; the only safe course is to ascertain what tllOy
like, and then supply them cheaply and plentifully.



There is much to be said for the coarse-skinned orange, for it
it certain that, giVell an equal flavor and quantity of juice, it will
carry further and keep longer, when properly cured, than its
thin-skinned brothel'.

The qualities of a good orange are summed up concisely by
Prof. McOwan (in the work before mentioned), as follows:

"The essential points are smoothness of skin, thinness of rind,
juiciness of sections, and tenderness of membrane, besides the
sweet liveliness of flavor which must be present to make a good
orange."

Personally; I quite agree with the Professor, but I am at the
. same time fain to admit that if it will pay these growers best to

cultivate oranges of another kind, they must surely do so in
their own interest; and though certain tastes may be cultivated,
and certain forms be deemed the better by ourselves, if more
can be made of other kinds which do not meet our particular
fancy, we must not hesitate to grow those kinds and send them
to market.

With the "Pumelow," or "Forbidden Fruit," variation occurs
in as great a measure as in the orange. A visitor to our garden
this morning (September 1st, 1896), expressed his intense dis
gust at the disappointment he experienced in planting seed from
a fruit of this kind. Said he: "Every plant proved a Sluuldock."
Now I am not desirous of asserting that if the experiment was
duplicated the produce wonld all be shaddocks, bnt as the affinity
of the fruit is with the shaddock rather than with any other
din/s, I think it probable that such might be the case.

I have seen and tasted many varieties of "Pumelows," or
. "grape frnit," some near to the orange, some nearly shaddocks,
and I cannot explain this variation in any other way than by
cross fertilization or hybridization. If a market is to be create.J
for this class of fruit, it is first of all essentially necessary to
select some of the best varieties, and to proceed by grafting
plants; for if the bad varieties (and there are manyj are put
upon the market, it would do the greatest injury to the export
trade of snch fruit from the "\Yest Indies.

The importance of planting grafted plants, and grafted plants
alone, is urgent, and as we can probably bring the various mem
bers of the citrus faniily to maturity as qnickly in Trinidad as
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in any place in the world, we shall try in the coming season to
institute a set of experiments and trials, which will, in due
course, set at rest the long disputed point of the orange and its
congeners coming true from seed. J. H. HART.

Botanic Garden, Trinidad, W. I.-Sugar Cane.

:0:---
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DIFFUSION AND MiLLING.

In a note in the last number of the Bulletin de l'Association
de Chimistes de France (August-September, 1896) the dis
tinguished secretary, Mr. F. Dupont, makes some interesting
comments on a letter of Dr. vValter I\iaxwell relative to the
diffusion of sugar cane. The letter of Dr. Maxwell cites ex
periments which confirm the results of important observations
which he made in Louisiana in a comparison of the milling
and diffusion processes. In his note Mr. Dupont says:

"In a new note Mr. :Maxwell confirms by new experiments,
results that we have not questioned elsewhere, that in diffusion
a notable quantity of albuminoid nitrogen is coagulated in the
bagasse, at the same time a quantity of nitrogen as large or
larger than is present in the normal juice is extracted; it L'e
suits from this that the juices containing little coagulable albu
minoids do not clarify as well as normal juices, and that the
excess of amides which are held in solution render such juices
more impure than those obtained in milling. But as to the
conclusion we should draw from these facts; should we abandon
the diffusion of sugar cane~ I think not. It will be simply
sufficient to find another modus operandi for the clarification
or purification of diffusion juice, which to us does not appear

impossible.
"This same objection was made to the diffusion of the beet

root. It was thought that the elimination of the organic im
purities by the carbol1otation would be more difficult on
account of the coagulation of the albuminoid matters in the
b~et cuttings, but now the diffusion process is used in all con
tinental sugar houses, and there is no further question of this

.difficulty.
"But even if the diffusion juices continue less pure than



those obtained in milling, i. e., produce masse cuites of lower
purity, this is not a reason for abandoning the process. It is
necessary in order to decide, to take into account the losses and
gains, which are very variable. Of what mO,ment is it if the
amides in solution in diffusion juice cause the molasses to retain
0.2 to 0.3 sugar per cent. cane, if diffusion extracts from the

same cane 1 to 1.5 per cent. more s~lgar than the mills~

"The diffusion of cane was introduced into Egpyt several
years ago by a company which has since installed four batteries
in two new factories. From this we may conclude that this
company is satisfied. In a word, we deny notbing, but will
ingly recognize the inconveniences with which 1£1'. :NIaxwell
reproaches diffusion; but we do not believe that these incon
veniences, however real, are incurable vices and condemn the
process."

The writers agTees with the views expressed by Mr. Dupont.
The chemical defects are by no means sufficieJ'.lt to condemn the
use of the diffusion process. It must be conceded, however,
that since the introduction of diffusion into Louisiana in 1887,
that in many of the manufacturing operations great improve
ments have beeen made, notably in milling. The advent of
diffusion and the glowing reports of its successes stimulated
builders of milling machinery to renewed efforts. l.1:ills of
extraordinary strength were constructed and double and even
triple milling were practiced, and in addition, the bagasse was
saturated with water preparatory to passing the second set of
rolls. Under these conditions the extraction by milling has
approached the high mark set by diffusion and the juices being
more readily purified for the reasons set forth by :Messrs. Du
pont,and lI1axwell, and perhaps more on account of the facility
and economy with which the bagasse may be burned under the
boilers, the milling process stands, if any difference, higher
to-day in the estimation of cane sugar producers than diffusion.

The conditions which have discouraged the substitution of
diffusion batteries for mills, aside from financial conditions, are
probably of a mechanical rather than a chemical nature. The
chemical difficulties can undoubtedly be overcome, as Mr. Du
pont suggests, but with milling almost on a par with diffusion
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as regards extraction, the mechanical and fuel conditions will
be the deciding influences.

The introduction of diffusion into Louisiana by the distin
guished chemist of the United States Department of Agricul
ture, Dr. 1-1. W. Wiley, has resulted indirectly in saving enor
mous quantities of sugar through the stimulus to buildels of
milling machinery to improvement and in giving planters a
better insight into the possibilities of the cane as a sugar pro
ducer.-Corr. Louisiana Planter..

---:0::----'-

FAOTS .flBOUT OOFFEE R.fllSING.

The coffee raising industry in Hawaii is yet in its infancy,
but it pays from one to two hundred per cent. on capital in
vested, the coHee being of a superior quality and milking among
the best in the world.

A new coffee plantation will pay original cost and leave a
good margin of profit by the end of the fifth or sixth year afl:er

planting.
Coffee is worth at present, at the plantation, from 1G to 1()

cents per pound, while the annual cost of production averages

only 7 cents per pound.
Good coffee land, with unexceptionable title, ran be bought

all the way from $5 to $100 an acre, according to location awl
condition, and one acre will grow GOO to sao trees.

A coHee trec ill full bearing will average from 2 to i3 pounds
of coffee annually, according to age-the life of the tree being

from 30 to 40 years.
:Much of the labor incidental to the raising and preparation of

coffee can be and is performed by women and children, which
largely increases the available labor supply and reduces the co::;t

of same.
The" cost of clearing the land and preparing the ground for

the plants is from $5 to $10 an acre.
The season for setting out plants begins in January and ends

in September.
CotTee plants can be bonght at the nnrseries at from $4 to $G

a thonsand. Plants raised from the seed require eight months'
gi'owth before they are ready for transplanting in the field.
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The tomato is rich in possibilities in the hands of a skillful
cook. It can cnter into and give tone to endless soups; it can
1c" made into pnrees and sances and stews; it can be eaten u I(,

(JJ'fl.till, with macaroni or vermicelli, and ('II 8alrtde. There is no
reason why it should not be seen more often on our breakfast
tables. Carefully grilled and placed on slices of grilled fat bacon,
it makes a delic·ious dish. Then again, we Call stew it, place it
at the bottom of a dish, and gently deposit thereon poached egg'>;
01' we may vary this by placing scrambled eggs ronnd a pyramill
d stewed tomatoes. ji'(('J'cic they can be introdnced at breakfast,
11lnch or dinner; and, as a writer justly points out, "t(//'(~ie to
matoes may not easily be surpassed. Upon your whim or choi(·r;
it will depend whether you stuff them or cut them in haH tor
so ineffable a purpose. And npon your whim likewise depends
the special forcemeat nsed. Chopped mushrooms, parsley and
;,hallot, seasoncd with discrction, leave little to ask for. Prepare,
instend, sflllsage'meat, garlic, parsley, tarragon and chives, and
the tomatoes so stnffed yon may without pedrlTItry call a Tn
(/ri,)}u)(l (h~ Tn Re;1/niCJ'(,. Dnt whatever yon call them, eonnt
upon happiness in the cating."-Epic1l1'e.

If the soil is rich and deep, 600 trees to the acre is a suf
ficient number; results as regards production of the coffee berry
have been found to be more satisfactory with this number than
with a greater or less quantity of trees per acre.

Among all marketable fruits, the growing of which is made
accessory to coffee culture, the pine-apple is the most profitable,
espedially where the grower has cheap transportation to ports.

The soil and climate suitable for coffee are suitable also for
tobacco, corn, beans and oranges, and in the lower lying districts
for sugar cane, rice and most of the tropical fruits as well.

The altitude suitable for coffee is from one to three thousand
feet above the sea. '

The coffe'e districts are among the healthiest in the. country,
and the climate suitable for coffee is suitable also for persons
accustomed to a temperate zone.

The wages in the principal coffee raising districts, according
to official figures, average 50 cents to $1 a day.

The picking season for coffee commences about July and
continues to the end of the year.

Every coffee planter should carryon, simultaneously with his
main business, the raising of corn, taro and other vegetables. A
few hogs and poultry should also be kept.

:0:---
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